TRYSOME STREAMLINES &
UNLOCKS INTRICATE
REPORTING CAPABILITES WITH
RIC Consulting & QLIK SENSE

AT A GLANCE
Trysome
Is the largest, single-source supplier of heavy-duty,
auto-electrical components, collision avoidance
systems and associated technical services in
Southern Africa.

Industry
Automotive

Functions/ Specialities
Collision Avoidance Solutions - Open Pit Mining
Heavy and Light Duty Starters & Alternators
All Automotive & Safety Lighting
Heavy Duty Auto Electrical Parts & Services
Auto Electrical Field Services

Geography
South Africa
Africa

Solution
Streamline and unlock intricate reporting
capabilities with Qlik Sense, Inphinity and RIC
Consulting

Benifits
Immense efficiency benefits
Exceptionally fast time to value
Ease of access to updated reports
Improved data capturing accuracy
budgeting process and accuracy increased
offers greater cost savings and efficiencies.

“With a guarantee that RIC Consulting could find a solution
that would ensure Trysome is satisfied with its Qlik
solutions, I made the guided decision to move from
QlikView to Qlik Sense. The decision to implement Inphinity
opened a host of new possibilities in terms of the write
back function into Qlik.”
- Hendrik Jansen Van Rensburg, Senior Commercial Manager at

Trysome Auto Electrical

OVERVIEW
Established in 1991 by Edwin William Smith, Trysome Auto-Electrical
Engineering (Pty) Ltd, is the largest, single-source supplier of heavyduty, auto-electrical components, collision avoidance systems, and
associated technical services in Southern Africa.
The company is well represented country-wide with its head office in
Jet Park, Boksburg, Gauteng. Trysome also has two branches in
KwaZulu Natal, and additional regional offices in Mpumalanga, the
North West, the Northern Cape and the Western Cape.
Represented further afield into Africa, Trysome also operates in
Botswana (Jwaneng and Letlhakane), Mozambique, and Zambia and
has recently appointed two Authorised Distributors in Namibia.
Trysome’s key focus areas include:
Sourcing OEM and specialised auto-electrical, replacements
components and collision avoidance systems for operators of
heavy-duty automotive, earth-moving, construction, agricultural,
transport and mining machinery, backed by a technical support
system with experienced personnel on hand to assist with the
correct and appropriate selection of auto-electrical components
The development and innovation of auto-electrical and safety
products
Providing and developing state-of-the-art technology for collision
avoidance and safety systems purpose built and showing great
success for use in Southern African mines

MOVING FROM QLIKVIEW TO QLIK SENSE
Although Trysome had been using QlikView for some
time, the company was generally dissatisfied with:
The support team employed at the time
Its inability to draw the type and format of reports
required by the business from SAP
As a result, when Trysome’s licenses came up for renewal
the business seriously considered cancelling with Qlik.
Enter RIC Consulting,
“Fortuitously, Yolanda Bennetts (General Manager at RIC
Consulting) came to see us. We did a deep dive into the
challenges we were experiencing and brainstormed
solutions. Bennetts introduced us to Jandre Killian, who
would become our trusted Qlik Consultant from RIC
Consulting,” confirms Jansen Van Rensburg, Senior
Commercial Manager at Trysome Auto Electrical.
With a guarantee that RIC Consulting could find a
solution that would ensure Trysome is satisfied with its
Qlik solutions, Jansen Van Rensburg made the guided
decision to move from QlikView to Qlik Sense.

EMBRACING ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES WITH
INPHINITY
After being reintroduced to Inphinity at a RIC Road Show,
held at Emperors Palace, Jansen van Rensburg made the
decision to implement the Inphinity Suite. “This decision
was made in consultation with the RIC team and opened
a host of new possibilities in terms of the write back
function into Qlik,” he confirms.
With this mission critical suite, Trysome was empowered
to push the boundaries of actionable analytics while
improving performance and harnessing the power of
unstructured data.

“Trysome comprises many branches, each amassing a vast
amount of disparate data. All of this information must be
consolidated; bringing the budgets of five branches, three
foreign subsidiaries, and two local subsidiaries together
into one version of the truth,” says Jansen van Rensburg.
In the past when changes needed to be made Trysome’s
data could not be validated. “Inphinity and RIC Consulting
solved this problem. Now we have access to consolidated
financial information, on a platform that allows us to refresh
every five seconds without worrying about incorrect data.
With Killian’s help, this implementation was a great success
and offers immense benefits.”

SEAMLESS IMPLEMENTATION WITH RIC
CONSULTING’S VALUABLE SUPPORT
Jansen van Rensburg describes the implementation
process as painless, and much faster than anticipated.
“This is attributed to Killian’s dedication and commitment to
really intelligent consulting. After every interaction with
him, we saw immediate results. He never left us to work on
a solution for two weeks – we consistently saw instant
progress and functionality.”
Once Trysome had its SAP database connection to Qlik
Sense in place the business saw instantaneous results.
“Within a couple of weeks, we had our financial module
running at 100%,” he adds. The project followed a phased
approach, starting with our head office and then rolling out
to all its subsidiaries in quick succession.
“Working with professional RIC Consultants meant we were
never kept in the dark. We were involved in the entire
process, and as a result quickly learnt how Qlik Sense
functions – and how to leverage all its functionality. When a
problem was encountered, a solution was quickly identified
and implemented,” recalls Jansen van Rensburg.

One of the biggest challenges faced in this
implementation related to the differing branches’ SAP
setups. In Botswana, for example, Trysome’s SAP was
set up for a branch account. For the South African
branch it was set up for chartered accounts. “Thankfully,
our RIC Consultant posed a sound solution – as he
continues to do for all challenges faced. Killian is
proficient at finding a comprehensive workaround within
this agile solution, that doesn’t cost lot of time or money
to implement,” he adds.

Benefits Four

With RIC’s support, the Trysome team received in-depth
Qlik training, empowering users to navigate Qlik Sense
successfully.

Benefits Seven

“It is also important to note that Natascha Le Roux, our
Sales Executive from RIC, played a major role in
ensuring a smooth transition. Every time Killian was at
our offices, Le Roux called to confirm everything is in
hand. This active involvement in ensuring we’re happy is
what makes it a pleasure to work with the RIC team,”
confirms Jansen van Rensburg.

Qlik and Inphinity are both highly cost effective, as is the
RIC consultancy rate

QLIK SENSE & INPHINITY BENEFITS
According to Jansen van Rensburg, Killian addressed
all Trysome’s concerns from the get-go, ensuring it had
access to the financial reports needed from Qlik Sense.
He lists the various benefits of the implementation as:
Benefits One
Immense efficiency benefits, moving away from
managing monthly financial reports on Excel

Benefits Two
Exceptionally fast time to value

Benefits Three
When changes to financial data are required, a report can
instantly be refreshed and updated

Improved accuracy with less human interface or manual
capturing

Benefits Five
With Inphinity, Trysome’s budgeting process and
accuracy increased tremendously

Benefits Six
Empowered to conduct budgeting on customer level,
giving Trysome better insight into every branch

Information is now always available and at hand

Benefits Eight

“I previously worked at a German company, where we
implemented a business integration product. If I compare
the cost of that system to the cost of Qlik Sense, it’s an
absolute no brainer. Any person or company will benefit
from using this solution; from small companies to one man
shows, or big corporates. The value that our RIC consultant
brings every time he’s here makes sense for us too,”
confirms Jansen van Rensburg.

WHAT’S DOES THE FUTURE HOLD FOR
TRYSOME, WITH RIC AND QLIK?
At present, Trysome is using Qlik Sense and Inphinity for
budgeting purposes. Going forward it plans to roll out
additional financial reports, incorporating cost to earnings
ratios, month end processes, and salary journals, among
others – while also developing the functionality for users to
post comments within the reports.
Looking forward, Trysome is committed to embracing
automation in its field services and is exploring the
possibility automation of the distribution of reports as well.

“We have many plans, but the possibilities are endless and we’re really happy about that,”
Hendrik Jansen Van Rensburg
Senior Commercial Manager at Trysome Auto Electrical

